
Grade 10 Performance Task: Graphics Evaluation 
 

Grade 10 Performance Task Evaluation Level 
One 

Level 
Two 

Level 
Three 

Level 
Four 

Adobe Photoshop - Multilayered Image 10   11 12   13 14  15 16   18   20 

Integrity* of images are intact; 
No residue 
 
* Image integrity is how well the foreground image is cut out from its 
previous background. A good "cut" will have no residue background 
from the original background; a poor cut will have a little residue; a bad 
cut will have a lot of residue in the background. 

    

Adobe Illustrator - Vector Image 10   11 12   13 14  15 16   18   20 

Appropriate number of anchor points used*; 
All lines between anchor points are curved; 
Image is sophisticated 
 
* An appropriate amount of anchor points means enough anchor points 
to create the detail of an image; and the fewest number of anchor points 
to create a contour 

    

Adobe PhotoShop - Clipping Path 10   11 12   13 14  15 16   18   20 

Clipping path around the entire foreground image is accurate; 
All lines in between the anchor points are curved where necessary; 
Number of anchor point around the clipping path are minimal; 
Properly saved as a PhotoShop EPS image with 8 bit colour preview 

    

Adobe Illustrator - Layout of Video Screen Announcement 10   11 12   13 14  15 16   18   20 

All text is legible from a distance; 
All text should be a sans-serif font; 
Written content is modified to contain only necessary information; 
Good composition of text and images - good use of positive and 
negative space 
 
All images are linked properly by File > Placing them in Illustrator 

    

Adobe After Effects - Animated Video Screen Announcement 10   11 12   13 14  15 16   18   20 

All text is legible from a distance; 
All text should be a sans-serif font; 
Written content is modified to contain only necessary information; 
Good composition of text and images - good use of positive and 
negative space  
 
Motion graphics are used to attract and maintain one’s attention*; 
Motion graphics do not distract from the overall message; 
Video is exported at its correct length - no extra; 
Video is properly exported as an mp4 
 
*Target length 30 to 60 seconds….. While chroma key video is not a 
requirement, you are welcome to use it, provided that it enhances the 
announcement and that you are meeting the due date expectations 

    

 


